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Published by Gado Presswww.gadopress.pwwww.the5thevangelist.comAuthors' Notes:Will

Snyder (will.snyder@the5thevangelist.com) – Residency at the Ted Hughes Arvon Centre in

Lumb Bank, England.From a medieval hamlet in the Dordogne, this book took shape as a deep

collaboration of love between friends, immersed in spirituality and history, with the goal to

entertain. Did the Gospel of Resurrection actually exist? Clues remain, such as the shrine of St

Thomas the Apostle, the doubter, in Ortona on the Italian Adriatic.Unlocking the secrets of

Dead Sea scrolls; adventures in New York, Paris, Rome, Istanbul and Jerusalem; discovering

the power of the Gospel of Resurrection – The reader will follow a multifaceted tale of an

eternal mystery that keeps Gado on his path … leading toward salvation or damnation?John

Sennett (john.sennett@the5thevangelist.com) – Residencies include Helene Wurlitzer

Foundation of New Mexico and Millay Arts in Austerlitz, New York.Saint Didymus Judas

Thomas is a fascinating Apostle, his writings forming the cornerstone of The 5th Evangelist.

Found in 1945 near Nag Hammadi, Egypt, his apocryphal Gospel of Thomas delivers sacred,

powerful messages revealed by his twin brother, Jesus.The 5th Evangelist entails the

dangerous quest to find Thomas’s lost Gospel of Resurrection, the Gospel which puts Thomas

in his rightful place alongside the 4 Evangelists: Mathew, Mark, Luke and John.Our story is a

captivating escapade of clues and truths – based on Scripture – told in a way to delight the

reader. If you like illuminating language and picturesque images, give The 5th Evangelist a

read.Here's a brief excerpt from Chapter 9 - The Monk's Tale.© 2022 Will Snyder & John

SennettNew York City, late OctoberLow grey cloud cover refused to lift, keeping the Manhattan

skyline half-hidden, dampening streets and spirits. Furrows of wet scarlet maple leaves

scattering in its wake, a yellow taxi barreled towards the borough’s northern end until finally

sliding to a halt in front of the Cloisters Museum on the Hudson. Cold breezes announcing an

autumn storm whipped across Fort Tryon Park.Sheila Collins climbed out and tugged her white

retro Gatsby-style hat down over her ears, gripping the matching scarf under her chin. Decked

out in an orange and white Stella McCartney suit, under a black alpaca short coat, her dark

hair tossed in the wind as she glanced skyward into the pin-needle mist.At the corner, a large

hunter-green umbrella shielded a chestnut seller from the elements. Sheila climbed the wide

stone steps on the toes of her Nero Valentino pumps, taking in the scent of roasted chestnuts

wafting over the grungy riverside aroma of factory smoke and car exhaust.
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